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Challenges,task and function of women,especially African
women in reality of today’s social order and World
advancement in Education, political consciousness,
Science and Technology is disccussed seriously in this
book. One of the greatest source of failure and frustration
in life is wrong positioning. When someone is wrongly
positioned, he/she cannot be reached by those who need
him/her and, he/she too, can never maximise his/her
potentials. The book highlight why and how African
Christian women must position themselves first spiritually
and then educationaly, skill wise and with virtue and
moderation ( standing firm in faith). The author is lending
a voice to gender discrimination and violence. Also,
women empowerment to curb poverty and decaying
value system. Examples of women who has succeded in
this regard, globally are also given.
Many children of God would agree that God doesn’t
require a lot of pageantry and hoopla first to answer a
truly heartfelt prayer neither does he want us to badger
Him repeatedly before He grants our requests. HELP to
GROW is a book that reflects a confirmation that
salvation is the work of God through grace as opposed to
being earned. It underscores the fact that salvation does
not start and end at the point when we surrender our lives
to Christ. It sure is a work that continues till we are fully
conformed to the image of Christ Jesus. This is only
possible through spending quality time in the place of
sincere prayer and jealously gaurding your salvation daily
until death comes or at rapture, whichever happens first.
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Therefore, this book is a powerful prayer guide that
practically teaches how to pray, offers its readers a handson approach to praying the Scripture and contains over
300 prayer points and prophetic declarations. This book
has been divided into two independent parts.The first,
centred on praying the scripture, raising prayer points on
various aspect of life’s issues as well as a few
intercessory prayers for special persons. The second part
of the book contains 12 Nuggets - which offers practical
and fascinating individual vignettes that will help believers
through God’s Grace to grow in their walk with Christ
Jesus and guard their salvation spiritually in this side of
eternity. These Nuggets are a collection of Scriptural
truths that can guide fledling believers in Christ as we
approach the end times to ensure we don’t grow
complacent and lax in our devotion. This book is written
to share both personal and other people’s experience
where possible to encourage believers to be mindlful of
subtle pitfalls - little foxes - that are lurking around the
corners of our lives which, if not properly and intentionally
identified and worked upon, could potentially drail our
journey. The goal is that the impact will be enormous and
eternal for everyone who reads this book and
purposefully works it out. “Help to Grow is an easy to
read and implement, intelligent submission. I recommend
you read this book as it will impact or transform your
prayer and family life and help solidify your relationship
with God.” —Pastor Adeleke Aiku Zonal Pastor
Manitoba-2, The Redeemed Christian Church of God
(Canada)
Commitment to the Almighty God is the highest priority for
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the Christian and it cannot be taken lightly because of its
eternal implications. There should be assurance of
salvation that is Bible based, which lasts forever. There is
a need for an extra spiritual effort on the souls saved to
get them established, localised in a church fellowship and
mobilised until they too become soul winners. It is not
enough for the believer in Christ to go forth and bear fruits
in obedience to the Lord's command but must also
ensure that the fruits abide. This is why the Workers-inTraining programme is packaged to equip believers for
service unto God and the edification of the body of Christ.
Our prayer is that at the end of these teachings, you
would have become a true Christian, on fire for God and
ready to take up mountains. God bless you as you get
empowered for the work of ministry, in Jesus name.
Amen
In this book you will learn about the Glory of God’s
Presence. The very Presence that makes all the
difference in a man’s life. You will learn how to respond to
the Divine Presence and activate the Glory in your life.
Our God is the Omnipresent; the One who is present
everywhere at the same time. Though He is present
everywhere however, He does not manifest Himself
everywhere. It is only where God decides to reveal or
manifest Himself that His Glory will be seen. There is
what to do to convert the Presence to the Manifest
Presence; the Glory. Find out in this book.
The Building Blocks...With over 300 Prevailing Prayer
Points, Declarations and 12 Scriptural Nuggets.
Invading Babylon
Over the Storm of Life
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Cornerstones
History of Yoruba Land
Maturity in Marriage
Have you ever asked yourself: "Why am I
here?" Made for a Mission offers a biblical
informed, strategic method to help you answer
this all-important question. "Ever wonder
what it was like to have been on the ground
floor with Jeff Bezos of Amazon.com or Pierre
Omidyar of eBay.com? Wonder no longer. Join
Dave Posthuma and hold on -- the future of
the church is forming right before your eyes
and under your feet." Leonard Sweet, Author
and Futurist "Dave Posthuma and E-Church
Essentials share my passion to train and
inspire leaders to live authentic lives of
great impact. Rarely do you meet someone as
passionate about the church with the
technological genius of Dave..Pay attention
to what he is doing and access his outrageous
resource. It will help you as you both grow
and organize your church." Dan Webster,
Author and Founder of Authentic Leadership
Now available in trade paper, Church Is a
Team Sport shows proven ways to push
believers, new and mature, toward growth as
both Christians--and leaders. Through this
powerful, thought-provoking volume, ministers
both in the congregation and on staff will
discover how to expand the church one soul at
a time. Making disciples is the crux of
pastor Jim Putman's message. The plan works.
Caring for people, following up on stray
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sheep, and teaching what it means to love God
and obey him. That's how Church Is a Team
Sport transforms Christians from Mondaymorning quarterbacks into dynamic players.
Insightful and heart-warming, this classic
book is written for those who seek to know
God better. It unfolds life-impacting,
biblical truths and has been called a "soulstirring celebration of the pleasures of
knowing God."
This commentary seeks above all to explain
the text of John's Gospel to those whose
privilege and responsibility it is to
minister the Word of God to others, to preach
and to lead Bible studies. I have tried to
include the kind of information they need to
know, but to do so in such a way that the
informed layperson could also use the work in
personal study of the Bible, exclusively for
purposes of personal growth in edification
and understanding. In particular, I have
attempted: (1) To make clear the flow of the
text. (2) To engage a small but
representative part of the massive secondary
literature on John. (3) To draw a few lines
towards establishing how the Fourth Gospel
contributes to biblical and systematic
theology. (4) To offer a consistent
exposition of John's Gospel as an
evangelistic Gospel. - Preface.
African Initiated Christianity and the
Decolonisation of Development
Anthropological Reflections
Pursuing the Presence That Makes the
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Difference
God's Role for Women in Ministry
A New Paradigm of Pentecostal Power
The Gospel According to John

I attended a Women's Conference 2016. At the end of the
meeting, as I sat down at the back, looking at the women
in attendance, it came to my spirit - "will it not be nice to
write prayers for the woman"? Then I answered (in my
spirit) it will be wonderful! That was how the Biblical
Portrait of the Woman (60 days scriptures for a Praying
Woman) was conceived and born! Biblical Portrait of the
Woman (60 days scriptures for a Praying Woman) is a
book, for daily devotion for 60 days. This daily devotion
is beautifully and specifically written for the woman, with
scriptures focusing on women, followed with
prayers/declarations. It is to help the woman build,
strengthen and refresh herself in the word of God daily. It
will help her to know what the Bible says concerning her.
It will help her to pray using the Word of God. It will help
her build an intimate relationship with her Creator. Help
her to love and develop her prayer life.
Social scientists and philosophers confronted with
religious phenomena have always been challenged to find
a proper way to describe the spiritual experiences of the
social group they were studying. The influence of the
Cartesian dualism of body and mind (or soul) led to a
distinction between non-material, spiritual experiences
(i.e., related to the soul) and physical, mechanical
experiences (i.e., related to the body). However, recent
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developments in medical science on the one hand and
challenges to universalist conceptions of belief and
spirituality on the other have resulted in "body" and "soul"
losing the reassuring solid contours they had in the past.
Yet, in "Western culture," the body–soul duality is alive,
not least in academic and media discourses. This volume
pursues the ongoing debates and discusses the importance
of the body and how it is perceived in contemporary
religious faith: what happens when "body" and "soul" are
un-separated entities? Is it possible, even for
anthropologists and ethnographers, to escape from
"natural dualism"? The contributors here present research
in novel empirical contexts, the benefits and limits of the
old dichotomy are discussed, and new theoretical
strategies proposed.
"We have the greatest gospel to offer to people, but most
churches don't know howto deliver it to the public." -Chris Hodges Wisdom from Some of the Greatest Church
Leaders of our Time Ten of the Largest Church Ministries
Aggressively Touching the World is about the innovative
ways these leaders plant churches, and the unique
strategies they utilize to teach and disciple their people. It
also explores the multi-faceted methods they use to reach
people for Jesus. Ten methods are examined, including
marketing techniques, powerful worship, and Scripture
translation. These methods are based on eternal Biblical
principles that never change, even when culture changes.
This is your invitation to harvest wisdom and insight from
some of the most respected, cutting-edge, and unique
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church leaders alive today! These methods will transform
your own ministry for greater Kingdom effectiveness. The
great faith of men and women challenge you to gain
understanding of the principles to grow your faith to
accomplish the impossible. May the testimonies and
stories in this book challenge your faith to do something
revolutionary in your life and for the Kingdom of God!
GOD'S DIVINE PROVISION (31 Days Scriptural
Declarations for Provision) The LORD is your Creator.
Before He created you, He had already made provision for
all your needs - both spiritual and physical (Psalm
139:13-18) God's Divine Provision is a 31-day simple to
read book, with daily Scriptures focusing on provisions
and declarations. These powerful scriptures and
declarations will enable you experience God as Jehovah
Jireh and also help to bring to light the love of God for
His children. They will help you to grow, rely and depend
totally on God for all your needs. The book will help you
confess and pray with the Word of God, build a closer
relationship with Him despite what is going on in your life
or around you.
God's Healing Promises (31 Days Healing Declarations)
God's Divine Provision (31 Days Scriptural Declarations
for Provision)
35 Tips on Praises That Keep Hope Alive
God’S Word & Covenant Promises Prevails
Made for a Mission
Encounters of Body and Soul in Contemporary Religious
Practices
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For centuries, parents have used the ancient
method of learning and reciting questions and
answers to teach the core doctrines of the faith.
This beautifully designed book uses this regular
rhythm of asking and answering to introduce
children to spiritual truths and spark a hunger
within them to know God even more.
Is the Church and the Society's views about a
Woman's position, purpose and value in
agreement with the Mind of God and the
teachings of Jesus Christ? This is the mission
and objective! That you may discover, be
assured and reposition your spirit and mind to
“positional truth” of a Woman clearly shown/
revealed in the infallible Word of God. John 8:32;
“and, ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall
make you free.” Discover the true Mind of God
through Christ Jesus concerning what makes a
beautiful Woman; Positioning by God , Purpose,
and the Provisions to make her fulfil her life,
womanhood, divine calling and Responsibility.
The book will also help you have control over the
common problem of women; disturbing
unceasing thoughts and drift thinkings as well as
passive mindset. You will encounter grace,
knowledge, strength and truths to challenge
men's negative position on womanhood.
Ultimately discipline and UNITY in Knowledge,
faith and responsibility in the Word. Ephesians
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4:13
We grow in Christ as we seek him together.
Jesus' own pattern of disciple-making was to be
intimately involved with others. This expanded
25-session workbook by Greg Ogden, perfect for
small groups or individuals, helps us influence
others as Jesus did—by investing in a few.
Working through it will deepen your knowledge
of essential Christian teaching and strengthen
your faith.
This book is written in series. Each series has
life transforming topics that can be applied to
your day- to -day life to change you for the best,
through the help of the Holy Spirit. The book is
written in simple English without ambiguity, and
each topic is written in a simplified way that
anybody would understand with ease. The book
is written to meet the need of both young and old
believers and even the unsaved! It will awaken
the spiritual giant in you by making you to see
how you can change your world by speaking the
word of God. Applying worldly wisdom to solve
"worldly problem" is the mistake that many are
making today. As it is said "two wrongs can
NEVER make a right." To solve the problem of
the world, you need divine wisdom and
intervention of God. There are treasures and
great opportunities for children of God; this can
only be found in the word of God. This book will
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encourage you to know how to dig deep into the
word of God to claim your kingdom rights in
order to achieve success. The book will also
channel your mind towards how you can use the
word of God to command your heavens to open.
"Change Your World with the Word" will reveal to
you the SECRET TO KINGDOM SUCCESS that is
certain to change your life forever.
Weep Not
A Life Transforming Daily Devotional
Don't Bin Your Vision
Change Your World With the Word
Sustainable Development in Pentecostal and
Independent Churches
40 Praise Principles for Successful Living
God's Healing Promises (31 Days of Healing
Declarations) God's Healing Promises is a book with
daily scriptures and declarations for 31 days. God's
Healing Promises are inspiring and soul lifting
scriptures which will help you witness God as a
Healer and also develop an intimate relationship with
Him. The scriptures will encourage you and help you
understand what the Word of God says about you
living life to the fullness - both spiritual & natural. It
will help you experience the love of God and how
interested He is in your well-being. The book will
help you to obey God's commands, trust Him,
depend on Him on a daily basis and invite Him to all
your activities. The Lord wants you to know that
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there is no problem in the world that He cannot
solve. Jesus Christ healed two thousand years ago.
He is still healing. He wants you whole, sound and
healthy.
Sounds, Echoes & Fury confronts proponents of
religion with the truth of a relationship with God and
presents mans need to live a fulfilled life on Earth.
The book provides descriptions and woes of a few
religious leaders who abused their religious
opulence and further strengthens its argument on
the flawed religious practices inside the church and
mosques of our day. It exposes the tactics of
religious strongholds and demonic manipulations in
individual lives and communities, providing a way of
escape from their destructive schemes. Religious
umpires are not left out and are a major component
of this work. Sounds, Echoes & Fury lays out the
deep-seated philosophy of men that confront
common reasoning. These philosophies make the
man stay away from his God. The book starts off as
a narrative story then turns to an apologetic novel
and concludes on same note, appealing to its
readers to embrace Jesus Christ and invites him to
fix whats broken in man. It concludes with an appeal
to enjoy the blessings of being human and to
embrace humanity for all it takes, loving as Jesus
loved us all.
Digging for Gold comes to fill the need to teach
sound and balanced biblical truths. Emmanuel
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Elendu draws from his years in ministry and
professional practices to lead groups and training
classes. Elendu uses the question model in his study
designs. The book deals with topical and
contemporary issues to address simple but practical
Christian living. Digging for Gold serves as a
resource for Christian workers. The stories and
styles of presentation meet students at a crossroads
while leading to the truth and the life. When you
invest in stocks and bonds, you expect a good return
on investment (with promising market dynamics). As
you study with Digging for Gold, the return on your
investment will be worth something more than gold.
Everyone is born with a vision to direct his or her life.
What we need to do is to find the vision of God for
our lives and follow it to fulfillment. When I talk about
"vision," I do not mean "eyesight" which is the ability
to see physical things. The vision that this book is
addressing transcends beyond seeing with physical
eyes alone. What I refer to as vision is your God
given dream and purpose- the purpose of your
existence. I have seen many people who are lost
about their purpose in life. They don't know the
reason of their existence! I believe that there is no
one living without a vision, the only problem that
people are having is HOW to identify their purpose.
This life changing book is written to assist you to
unlock that seed of greatness in you, and to motivate
you to get up and take your place on earth. This
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book will guide you to extract all the great potentials
embedded in you.
Discipleship in a Digital Age
The 7 Mountain Mandate
Discipleship Essentials
A Beautiful Woman: Position, Purpose and the
Provisions
Beautiful for Situation
Meditations of a Christian Hedonist

Many children of God would agree that God doesn't require a
lot of pageantry and hoopla first to answer a truly heartfelt
prayer neither does he want us to badger Him repeatedly
before He grants our requests. HELP to GROW is a book that
reflects a confirmation that salvation is the work of God
through grace as opposed to being earned. It underscores
the fact that salvation does not start and end at the point
when we surrender our lives to Christ. It sure is a work that
continues till we are fully conformed to the image of Christ
Jesus. This is only possible through spending quality time in
the place of sincere prayer and jealously gaurding your
salvation daily until death comes or at rapture, whichever
happens first. Therefore, this book is a powerful prayer guide
that practically teaches how to pray, offers its readers a
hands-on approach to praying the Scripture and contains
over 300 prayer points and prophetic declarations. This
book has been divided into two independent parts.The first,
centred on praying the scripture, raising prayer points on
various aspect of life's issues as well as a few intercessory
prayers for special persons. The second part of the book
contains 12 Nuggets - which offers practical and fascinating
individual vignettes that will help believers through God's
Grace to grow in their walk with Christ Jesus and guard their
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salvation spiritually in this side of eternity. These Nuggets
are a collection of Scriptural truths that can guide fledling
believers in Christ as we approach the end times to ensure
we don't grow complacent and lax in our devotion. This book
is written to share both personal and other people's
experience where possible to encourage believers to be
mindlful of subtle pitfalls - little foxes - that are lurking
around the corners of our lives which, if not properly and
intentionally identified and worked upon, could potentially
drail our journey. The goal is that the impact will be
enormous and eternal for everyone who reads this book and
purposefully works it out. "Help to Grow is an easy to read
and implement, intelligent submission. I recommend you
read this book as it will impact or transform your prayer and
family life and help solidify your relationship with God."
--Pastor Adeleke Aiku Zonal Pastor Manitoba-2, The
Redeemed Christian Church of God (Canada)
What every disciple is called to is as radical as it comes. For
more than half a century, practicing and proclaiming biblical
discipleship has been the author's heart-beat. This is that
life's ministry captured for you in a book.
Ukah describes with great historical and sociological
incisiveness one of the prime movers of this transformation,
the Redeemed Christian Church of God (RCCG), which has
more than 10,000 congregations in more than 80 countries
around the world.
Maturity in Marriage is a book written for young adults who
are single but searching, or already in committed
relationships. It will also help married couples examine their
relationships from a new perspective. "Marriage is a Godordained institution with lots of wonderful benefits."
"Maturity in marriage is a willingness to adapt, so as to
become a blessing to your spouse." Important aspects in this
process are discussed and this book is a wonderful guide for
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everyone preparing to get married. It is also a great
handbook for married couples.
Desiring God
Run With It!
Ten of the Largest Church Ministries Aggressively Touching
the World
Discipleship Lessons from the Life of Jacob
Church Is a Team Sport
Biblical Portrait of the Woman (60 Days Scriptures for a
Praying Woman)
You were transformed to transform your world!
For too long, Christianity has been defined by a
false concept of church. As a result, believers
have built walls around their lives, keeping
culture at a distance. As Christians have tried
to keep culture out of the church,
unfortunately, the church has kept itself out of
the culture. This was never Jesus’ design for the
your life! Before church was established as a
place that people “came to,” Jesus instituted it
as an army that brought transformation to
society, starting with salvation and continuing
with seven spheres of influence: Church, family,
education, government, media, arts, and
commerce. Six revolutionary voices in the
modern church deliver Invading Babylon. This
essential guide will equip you to: Understand
your vital role in shaping society. Release God’s
will in your sphere of influence. Become an
unstoppable citizen in God’s Kingdom. It’s your
time to arise and be a light in a dark world.
This book investigates the substantial and
growing contribution which African
Independent and Pentecostal Churches are
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making to sustainable development in all its
manifold forms. Moreover, this volume seeks to
elucidate how these churches reshape the very
notion of sustainable development and
contribute to the decolonisation of
development. Fostering both overarching and
comparative perspectives, the book includes
chapters on West Africa (Nigeria, Ghana, and
Burkina Faso) and Southern Africa (Zimbabwe
and South Africa). It aims to open up a subfield
focused on African Initiated Christianity within
the religion and development discourse,
substantially broadening the scope of the
existing literature. Written predominantly by
scholars from the African continent, the
chapters in this volume illuminate potentials
and perspectives of African Initiated
Christianity, combining theoretical
contributions, essays by renowned church
leaders, and case studies focusing on particular
churches or regional contexts. While the
contributions in this book focus on the African
continent, the notion of development
underlying the concept of the volume is
deliberately wide and multidimensional,
covering economic, social, ecological, political,
and cultural dimensions. Therefore, the book
will be useful for the community of scholars
interested in religion and development as well
as researchers within African studies,
anthropology, development studies, political
science, religious studies, sociology of religion,
and theology. It will also be a key resource for
development policymakers and practitioners.
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Many have surrendered to the lies that the
devil tells them while going through challenges.
They have given up their destiny and lost focus
on eternity as they face the storms of life. Many
have cursed themselves, abandoned their
vision, and renounced God during their trials of
faith, becoming atheists, sorcerers, and
occultists and completely turning away from
God. Is anything too difficult for God to do? No.
Over the Storm of Life was written to inform, to
inspire, to bless, and to transform lives and
strengthen faith. Faith is called the spiritual
horsepower that God has wonderfully and
marvelously planted in all human DNA. We can
exercise dominion power, like Him and like
Jesus Christ, over every storm in our lives. This
book is a revelation of the secret armor of God
against every storm that tries to contend with
the will of God in human lives, showing God’s
faithfulness and trustworthiness from eternity
past to eternity without end. God will never fail
in whatever He wills and promises to do, even
when physical circumstances and situations
suggest otherwise. Success begins where
failure ends! Failure and tribulation are the
ladders to move you to the next level when you
activate the spiritual horsepower of faith. Trust
God’s Word and His covenant promises. Don’t
settle for the rat race. Strive for God’s
inheritance.
Mission and Money; Christian Mission in the
Context of Global Inequalities evaluates Church
mission and the ethics of the global economy.
Contributions are based on keynote
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presentations at the IAMS Europe Conference
held in April 2014 in Helsinki, Finland.
Mission and Money
African Christian Women, Finding Your Position
for Success: Education, Prayers and Virtue
Taste and See
Living in Abundance
Reclaiming Jesus's Essential Teachings on
Discipleship
The Glory of His PresencePursuing the Presence That
Makes the DifferenceAuthorHouse
In a society where most suffer silently with untold
pains, Weep Not brings hope, a word of comfort to a
hurting world. In Weep Not you will find that God is
willing to heal the hurting, end the pains and restore
what you have lost. Weep Not is the kind of book you
should get for someone in distress or someone who
needs to be encouraged when you dont know what to
say to them. It is the solution when all you have said
seems to make no difference. The book is not
another self-help, but one that will lift you out of the
shadows as you read. A book inspired from the
authors personal experiences, Weep Not assures you
that there is no need to continue sorrowing because
all will be well.
The book Taste and See: 40 Praise Principles for
successful Living touches on the nitty-gritty of
thanking, praising and worshipping God as a prelude
to living a life of extraordinary good success. It
postulates that praising God with zeal and
enthusiasm makes Him to open His door of grace
unto us. The book also enjoins us to praise God
continuously, continuingly and continually. It
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advocates for the true praise of God which comes
naturally and effortlessly and draws us to the
presence of God. It states that, for the praise of God
to be acceptable, it must be relaxed and
unpretentious. It also identifies a true worshipper as
someone who worships God when it is convenient or
inconvenient, easy or difficult, good or bad. This
eight-chapter book is down to earth practical. It has
4o praise principles which instruct the reader on how
he can embark on the praise and worship that will be
acceptable to the Almighty God. There are also
practical aphorisms that are spread all over the
pages of the book from the beginning to he end. At
the end of each chapter are also practical exercises
which are designed to draw the reader more closely
to God as well as build up a lasting relationship with
Him.
Life is like the electrocardiogram with wavelike
spikes and dips that indicate a functional heart and a
living person. If it shows a flat line, the person is
dead. Like the electrocardiogram, our lives are filled
with ups and downs. At the peak, were living
optimally. And while a flat line doesnt mean were
dead, were not making the most of whats available
to us. In his book Painful Friends, the author,
Pwaveno Veno H. Bamaiyi, writes about the ups and
downs in life that if handled properly, would make us
better people. The phrase painful friends describes
the difficult events, situations, circumstances,
hardships, temptations, persecution, and especially
trials that God allows us to pass through on our life
journeys so we are better prepared to fulfill our
divine destiny. Most of the inspirational stories of
dealing with these special friends are real-life events
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and told the way they happened. As Painful Friends
shows, adverse challenges and circumstances can be
very painful and destabilizing. But they can also be a
beauty to behold. At the end of the day, we can come
to realize the pains we passed through were actually
the friends that brought us to the place of greatness
in life, allowing us to be the best we can be.
Help to Grow
Workers in Training Manual
200 Questions and Answers to Learn Truth
A Study of the Redeemed Christian Church of God in
Nigeria
Painful Friends
A Bible Study Commentary on Genesis 25-49 for
Personal Devotional Use, Small Groups Or Sunday
School Classes, and Sermon Preparation for Pastors
and Teachers
MasterLife 1: The Disciple's Cross helps you experience life
in Christ through practicing these six biblical disciplines:
spending time with the Master, living in the Word, praying in
faith, fellowshipping with believers, witnessing to the world,
and ministering to others.
The book is about the goodness of God in all situations. It
examines how we expect great things from God without
wanting to give Him the praise that He deserves. It
postulates that the law of reciprocity demands that as God
is dutifully faithful to us so must we also be dutifully faithful
to God. It explains that, in as much as our great
expectations are in order, we should, however, not
withdraw our worship of God when the anticipated blessings
and miracles are not forthcoming. Our hope, the book
argues, must be firmly cemented in this God no matter
what we are passing through. This is so because our God is
'the Hope of the hopeless' and 'the Help of the helpless'.
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The book also enjoins us to worship God without any strings
attached in poverty as in prosperity, in lack as in plenty, in
sickness as in good health, in shame as in fame, in failures
as in successes, for better or worse and that, under no
circumstance should God be relegated. This is against the
backdrop that He, forever, remains unchanging,
unchangeable and unchallengeable. The seven-chapter
book gives 35 tips on praising God. It endeavours to
disseminate the message that 'God is beautiful for all
situations'. The book postulates that when you put absolute
trust and hope in God, He will, among other things, make
you to live to your potential; release unto you extraordinary
good success; give you ultimate breakthrough; endue you
with power from above; give you emotional stability; turn
you into a charismatic personality and bless you with
positive emotion and positive life. The book is also laced
with words of wisdom and inspiration from renowned writers
on every page. At the end of each chapter are also practical
exercises that are designed to enliven the spirit of the
reader. I am cock-sure that reading this book will give you a
new experience that you will not forget in a hurry.
You'll Learn from Jacob, Who Moved from Manipulation to
Trust in God. Jacob is a troubling character in the Old
Testament. He is conniving and he is spiritual too. He has
moments of strong faith as well as of fear. His family is
sometimes in disarray, and yet at the end he is the one who
sets it straight. Jacob the Patriarch is a bit too much like us
-- with very human strengths and weaknesses, but a man
with a striving for spiritual things. From this imperfect man
we learn important lessons of faith. especially, about God's
grace. The events described in Jacob's story comprise most
of Genesis chapters 25-49. If you haven't read the Old
Testament much, you'll be pleased to find that God will
speak to you here -- loud and clear. Each of the seven
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detailed lessons include probing discussion questions and
can be used for personal enrichment, by small groups and
classes, and by teachers and preachers.
The last command Jesus gave the church before he
ascended to heaven was the Great Commission, the call for
Christians to "make disciples of all the nations." But
Christians have responded by making "Christians," not
"disciples." This, according to brilliant scholar and renowned
Christian thinker Dallas Willard, has been the church's Great
Omission. "The word disciple occurs 269 times in the New
Testament," writes Willard. "Christian is found three times
and was first introduced to refer precisely to disciples of
Jesus. . . . The New Testament is a book about disciples, by
disciples, and for disciples of Jesus Christ. But the point is
not merely verbal. What is more important is that the kind
of life we see in the earliest church is that of a special type
of person. All of the assurances and benefits offered to
humankind in the gospel evidently presuppose such a life
and do not make realistic sense apart from it. The disciple
of Jesus is not the deluxe or heavy-duty model of the
Christian -- especially padded, textured, streamlined, and
empowered for the fast lane on the straight and narrow
way. He or she stands on the pages of the New Testament
as the first level of basic transportation in the Kingdom of
God." Willard boldly challenges the thought that we can be
Christians without being disciples, or call ourselves
Christians without applying this understanding of life in the
Kingdom of God to every aspect of life on earth. He calls on
believers to restore what should be the heart of Christianity
-- being active disciples of Jesus Christ. Willard shows us
that in the school of life, we are apprentices of the Teacher
whose brilliance encourages us to rise above traditional
church understanding and embrace the true meaning of
discipleship -- an active, concrete, 24/7 life with Jesus.
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The Disciple's Manual
Sounds, Echoes & Fury
The Glory of His Presence
A Guide to Building Your Life in Christ
The Great Omission
Women in Yoruba Religions

Discipleship in a Digital Age is an inspired
spiritual and Christian lifestyle guidebook that
exhorts present-day believers to rekindle a spirit
of mentorship and discipleship such that the
church can become strengthened in a day where
direction and leadership is often lacking
(WestBow Editorial Review). Discipleship in a
Digital Age aims at teaching or instructing
Christians to personal and practical ways of
living for the Lord daily in a digital age. It is a
discoverya talent huntthat laces traditional
discipleship blueprints with the reality of todays
demanding moments of technology and Internet.
It uses the basic tenets of discipleship to model
the Christian mans approach to life in the face of
our changing culture. it emphasizes the need for
mentoring, training and sustainable weaning and
learning in the wake of Christian engagement
without due process to ministry assignment.
The name Nigeria was coined in Lokoja by Flora
Shaw, the future wife of Baron Lugard, a British
colonial administrator, while gazing out at the
river Niger. So, British colonialism created
Nigeria as a country,Page
joining
diverse peoples and
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regions in an artificial political entity along the
Niger River. The territory known today as Nigeria
is a very large country of multi-ethnic groups of
about four hundred. The land mass is large
enough to accommodate France, Belgium and
Italy. The name Nigeria is derived from the River
Niger which traverses the country from the North
to the South. Nigeria is located on the coast of
Western Africa. It has an area of 356,669 square
miles (923,768 square km). At its greatest
expanse, it measures about 1,200 kilometres
(about 750 mi) from East to West and about 1,050
kilometres (about 650 mi) from North to South. It
is bordered to the north by Niger, the east by
Chad and Cameroon, the south by the Gulf of
Guinea, and to the west by Benin. Niger River
and the Benue, are its largest tributary, are the
principal rivers in the country. The area that is
now Nigeria was home to ethnically based
kingdoms and tribal communities before it
became a European colony. In spite of European
contact that began in the 16th century, these
kingdoms and communities maintains their
autonomy until the 19th century. Federal
Republic of Nigeria is a constitutional Federal
Republic comprising 36 states and the Federal
Capital Territory in Abuja. The principal groups
in the Northern part are Hausa, Fulani, Kanuri,
and Nupe. Other minority tribes also inhabits the
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Middle belt area, these include the Jukun, the
Chamba and the Bata. In the region north of the
upper Benue valley various ethnic groups such
as Fali, Gabun, Gude, Gudu, Higi, Hona Mbula,
Mumuye and Tika also inhabits the area. In the
Southwest we have the Yoruba, another principal
ethnic group and in the Southeast we have the
Igbo people which form the third principal ethnic
group. In the South-south we have the group of
minorities such as Annang, Efik, Ibibio, Ijaw,
Itsekiri, Isoko Uhrobo and Ukwiani. The entire
ethnic group in Nigeria is over 500, parts of these
are listed in appropriate section of this book.
Uncovers the influence of Yoruba culture on
women’s religious lives and leadership in
religions practiced by Yoruba people Women in
Yoruba Religions examines the profound
influence of Yoruba culture in Yoruba religion,
Christianity, Islam, and Afro-Diasporic religions
such as Santeria and Candomblé, placing gender
relations in historical and social contexts. While
the coming of Christianity and Islam to
Yorubaland has posed significant challenges to
Yoruba gender relations by propagating
patriarchal gender roles, the resources within
Yoruba culture have enabled women to contest
the full acceptance of those new norms.
Oyeronke Olademo asserts that Yoruba women
attain and wield agency in family and society
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through their economic and religious roles, and
Yoruba operate within a system of gender
balance, so that neither of the sexes can be
subsumed in the other. Olademo utilizes
historical and phenomenological methods,
incorporating impressive data from interviews
and participant-observation, showing how
religion is at the core of Yoruba lived
experiences and is intricately bound up in all
sectors of daily life in Yorubaland and abroad in
the diaspora.
This is a religious motivational book. The whole
idea about Living in Abundance stems from John
10:10b where Jesus Christ said that he has come
so that we might have life and that we might
have life more abundantly. Therefore Living in
Abundance vol 1. has the central message of
preaching prosperity, wealth and abundance for
the believers in Christ as our portion in
redemption even in spite of apparent global
economic meltdown and hardship. It seeks to let
believers realize that, in all that we do, we are
created to be the head and not the tail, the first
and not the last, we are to be above and not
beneath; Our portion is to be the best in all. We
are created to be like a city set on hill that cannot
be hid. We are to live in Abundance in every
aspect of our lives because Jesus Christ was
rich but he was made poor so that we can
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become rich (Deut 28:1-13, Matt.5:14, 2 Cor. 8:9).
The Disciple's Cross
The Building Blocks...With Over 300 Prevailing
Prayer Points, Declarations and 12 Scriptural
Nuggets.
Christian Mission in the Context of Global
Inequalities
A Championship Strategy for Doing Ministry
Together
Willingness to Adapt and Change Is the Key to a
Healthy Marriage
Digging for Gold
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